
FLOOR CLEANING
EQUIPMENT

CALL FOR A
 FREE DEMO

YOUR CLEAN RESOURCE

Every day, in-house facility cleaning staff and contract cleaners are confronted with the labour intensive and timely 
task of cleaning vast amounts of hard floor areas. The traditional method of the mop & bucket delivers poor sanitation, 

low productivity, poor ergonomics and leaves the potential for costly slips and falls! Drop the mop & ban the bucket today!

With the power of these Betco Floor Cleaning Machines you can clean more effectively and efficiently! 

Clean Faster - Faster to set up, use and put away than a mop & bucket! 
Clean Better - More effective at picking up soils than a mop & bucket!
Clean Safer - No wet floors; this equipment leaves the floor dry reducing the potential for costly slips, falls and litigation!
Clean More Cost Effectively - The majority of cleaning cost is labor; cleaning in a portion of the time adds up to significant savings! 
Clean Ergonomically - Eliminate the strain and twisting of mopping with these ergonomically designed machines!

DROP THE MOP & BAN THE BUCKET

1.800.265.5756
1.519.455.1346

checkerscleaningsupply.com
order@checkerscleaningsupply.com

Part Number: F3702
Productivity: 7,320 sq. ft. per hour
Weight: 22 lbs 
Cleaning Path: 13.5”
Height: 51” Adjustable & 14” Storage Position
Brush Motor: 50 W & 375 RPM
Vacuum Motor: 100 W
Solution & Recovery Tanks: 1/3 gallon
Noise Level: Less than 70 dBA
Includes Li-ion Battery & Charger

Part Number: F3730
Productivity: 20,000 sq. ft. per hour
Cleaning Path & Pad Size: 20”
Pad Speed: 140 RPM
Solution Tank: 10.5 gallons 
Brush Motor: 0.55 HP
Vacuum Motor: 0.75 HP
Traction Motor: 0.20 HP
Noise Level: 58 dB
Includes Pad Driver, Battery Pack & Charger 

Moto Mop Small Area Cleaning Machine cleans 
faster, better and safer than using a mop & 
bucket! It cleans 4 times faster while picking up 
38 times more soils when measured with an ATP 
test meter! The cutting-edge design offers 360° 
motion to clean in all directions, leaves floors dry 
& is compact for easy storage! Whether you’re 
doing routine area cleaning or spot cleaning a 
spill, this light weight machine will help you be 
more efficient with better results! 

Genie B Automatic Scrubber brings all the 
benifits of automatic scrubbing to small areas. 
The innovate design provides a more effective and 
efficient clean while leaving floors dry! The low 
noise level allows for use in occupied areas. It is 
user-friendly with hands-free brush installation 
& removal, plus the ability to disassemble it in 
seconds for easy storage and transport. The 
rotary brush and squeegee transition effortlessly 
from smooth to textured floors making it perfect 
for the entire facility! 

Stealth Automatic Scrubber with Traction Drive 
will help you quickly and thorough clean large 
areas! The unique technology makes it four times 
quieter than other automatic scrubbers in its 
class. The rugged, weighted squeegee assembly 
leaves floors dry everytime! This machine is user-
friendly with tanks that are easy to drain and clean, 
plus simple controls to manage all the features 
including the Traction Drive speed.

Part Number: F3700
Productivity: 10,000 sq. ft. per hour
Cleaning Path & Pad Size: 14”
Pad Speed: 160 RPM
Solution & Recovery Tanks: 3 gallons 
Brush Motor: 0.33 HP
Vacuum Motor: 0.33 HP
Noise Level: 65 dB
Includes Onboard Charger with Gel Battery 


